**Fashion-Fuse™**

**IRON-ON FUSIBLE INTERFACING**

Fashion-Fuse™ adds definition and structure to genuine leather, furs and imitation leather and furs. Ironing at a low to medium temperature makes this product perfect for these materials. Steam is not required and Fashion-Fuse™ will support the shape without affecting the hand. Leather will remain pliable after application. Helps avoid shifting of material when sewing.

**Note:** Due to the varied materials you may use with this product, fusing time and temperature can vary. We recommend you determine this by doing a fusing test of your own before beginning your project. Start with a low setting (synthetic or 2 on most irons) and increase as needed being careful not to overheat iron or interfacing. No preshrinking is required for Fashion-Fuse™.

**GENERAL DIRECTIONS:**

1. Following pattern piece, cut Fashion-Fuse™ to desired size. We recommend incorporating the Fashion-Fuse™ into the seams, which will help prevent difficulties below the sewing foot.
2. Place your material right side down on your ironing board.
3. Place adhesive (rough) side of Fashion-Fuse™ on the back of your fabric.
4. Based on your pre-test, set iron at required setting with NO steam. Press gently in place in a back and forth motion for 10 seconds. DO NOT PUT PRESSURE ON THE IRON. Continue until entire area is fused.
5. Allow the fused items to cool down for approximately 30 minutes on an even surface so the adhesive can set properly. If not completely fused, raise the temperature of your iron slightly and repeat step 4. If you are not getting a good bond, apply some gentle pressure at this time.

**TIPS:**

When working with leather or imitation leather, you may wish to use a dry press cloth on top to further protect your material.

**PELLON PROJECTS:**

- **Project:** The Amelia Foldover Clutch  
  **Designer:** Beverly McCullough  
  **Level:** Intermediate

**ADDITIONAL PROJECT IDEAS:**

Use Fashion-Fuse™ for projects in:
- **Apparel:** For genuine leather and furs and imitation leathers and furs
- **Fiber Content:** 70% Nylon / 30% Polyester
- **Care Instructions:** Fashion-Fuse™ can be machine washed on cool with gentle cycle, machine dry low or dry clean.

For more information go to www.pelloninstructions.com

Free projects using this and other Pellon® products at www.PellonProjects.com or call 1-800-223-5275.

**ENTRETELA FUSIONABLE A PLANCHADO**

**Fusible Interface for Sewing**

Fashion-Fuse™ adds structure and definition to genuine leather, furs and imitation leather and furs. Ironing at a low to medium temperature makes this product perfect for these materials. Steam is not required and Fashion-Fuse™ will support the shape without affecting the hand. Leather will remain pliable after application. Helps avoid shifting of material when sewing.

**Note:** Due to the varied materials you may use with this product, fusing time and temperature can vary. We recommend you determine this by doing a fusing test of your own before beginning your project. Start with a low setting (synthetic or 2 on most irons) and increase as needed being careful not to overheat iron or interfacing. No preshrinking is required for Fashion-Fuse™.

**GENERAL DIRECTIONS:**

1. Following pattern piece, cut Fashion-Fuse™ to desired size. We recommend incorporating the Fashion-Fuse™ into the seams, which will help prevent difficulties below the sewing foot.
2. Place your material right side down on your ironing board.
3. Place adhesive (rough) side of Fashion-Fuse™ on the back of your fabric.
4. Based on your pre-test, set iron at required setting with NO steam. Press gently in place in a back and forth motion for 10 seconds. DO NOT PUT PRESSURE ON THE IRON. Continue until entire area is fused.
5. Allow the fused items to cool down for approximately 30 minutes on an even surface so the adhesive can set properly. If not completely fused, raise the temperature of your iron slightly and repeat step 4. If you are not getting a good bond, apply some gentle pressure at this time.

**TIPS:**

When working with leather or imitation leather, you may wish to use a dry press cloth on top to further protect your material.

**PELLON PROJECTS:**

- **Proyecto:** Cartera Plegable Amelia  
  **Diseñadora:** Beverly McCullough  
  **Nivel:** Intermedio

**DIRECCIONES DE USO**

2. Coloque el lado correcto de la tela contra el planchador.
3. Coloque en la parte de abajo de la tela el adhesivo de Fashion-Fuse™ (brilloso o áspero)
4. De acuerdo a su prueba de planchado, coloque la temperatura deseada sin vaporizar. Suavemente presione por 10 segundos planchando hacia abajo y adelante. NO APLIQUE PRESIÓN A LA PLANCHA. Continue hasta fusionar todo el material
5. Deje enfriar la entretela por 30 minutos en superficie plana para dejar fusionar. Si no ha sido fusionado por completo, incremente la temperatura y repita el paso 4. Si no esta fusionando, aplique gentilmente un poco mas de presión.

**SUGERENCIAS:**

Al trabajar con cuero o imitación de cuero, planche con un sobre tela para evitar dañar sus materiales.

**FERROMETAL**

**Care Instructions**

**Fiber Content:** 70% Nylon / 30% Polyester

**Mas Ideas Para Proyectos:**

Utilice Fashion Fuse™ en proyectos como:

- **Accessories:** Bolsa panni, cambiador de pañales

**Contenido de Fibra:** 70% Nylon / 30% Polyester

**Instrucciones de Mantenimiento:** Lave a máquina en agua tibia o fría en ciclo lento. Seque a temperatura baja o lavar en seco.

Para mayor información visite www.pelloninstructions.com

**Para proyectos gratis de este y otros productos de Pellon® visite www.PellonProjects.com o llame al 1-800-223-5275.**

**FREE PROJECTS USING THIS AND OTHER PELLON® PRODUCTS AT www.PellonProjects.com OR CALL 1-800-223-5275.**

**Mas ideas y patrones de proyectos gratis en www.PellonProjects.com**